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Abstract

Introduction: RoB 2 is a tool used by systematic reviewers to assess risk of bias in

randomized trials. Over a period of 19 months working as editors for Cochrane, we saw

many instances where users of RoB 2 frequently applied the tool in ways the developers

had not intended, despite availability of detailed guidance, webinars and FAQs.

Methods: In this paper we highlight the ten main issues that we observed, with the

aims of optimising the application of the RoB 2 tool, avoiding some of the frequent

misapplications of the tool.

Results: Issues noted included failure to state an effect of interest, applying the tool

to an entire study rather than to a specific numerical result, omitting key signaling

questions and relying on outdated views of causes of bias.

Conclusion: Such omissions and misapplications can lead to overly harsh or lenient

assessments of bias with potential to change the confidence we have in an evidence

base of randomized trials. We recommend that teams planning to use RoB 2 include

at least one member familiar with the RoB 2 detailed guidance and that they use the

free resources, such as webinars and FAQs, from the developers of RoB 2 and

Cochrane. Our ten tips should be useful to non‐Cochrane systematic reviewers as

well as to peer reviewers and editors in Cochrane and other journals.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The risk of bias 2 (RoB 2) tool was developed for assessing susceptibility to bias in the results of randomized trials (RTs) [1]. In this study, we seek

to encourage optimal use of RoB 2 based on our examination of how it was applied during 19 months of editorial peer review of Cochrane

systematic reviews. Although the information presented here was drawn from Cochrane reviews, the issues raised are likely to be relevant to

authors of all systematic reviews that include RTs and use RoB 2.
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After publication of the first Cochrane risk‐of‐bias tool in 2008 [2], researchers found that systematic reviewers frequently applied the tool

in ways the developers had not intended. For example, users merged, omitted or added domains, and failed to specify if they applied the tool to

specific outcomes [3, 4]. In a survey of 190 users of the original Cochrane risk‐of‐bias tool, just under a third (31%) had modified it, 20% had

used it for nonrandomized studies and around half (44%–67%) said they had problems understanding how to complete the domains [5].

After the RoB 2 tool was launched in September 2019, researchers reported that it had not been applied following the guidance [6]. With

the knowledge that the new tool differed markedly from the previous version [2], the Cochrane Editorial and Methods Department took steps to

avoid the issues of misapplication and misreporting seen for the first Cochrane risk‐of‐bias tool [3–5]. They planned a phased implementation

with coaching for authors and editors and key resources such as a starter pack, frequently asked questions (FAQs), editorial checklists [7–9],

virtual training [10] and monthly methods web clinics [11–13]. The structure and components of the RoB 2 tool are outlined in Table 1 and

described in more detail in the main RoB 2 paper [1] and the detailed guidance at www.riskofbias.info. Differences between the RoB 2 tool and

the original risk of bias tool are summarized in the Cochrane guidance to authors [13].

Over the period from June 2019 to December 2021 editors in the Cochrane Methods Support Unit (KD and THMM) peer reviewed 144

reviews and protocols that used RoB 2. To ensure transparent and open reporting, Cochrane authors were encouraged to make available a

supplemental file containing their consensus agreement for all signaling questions and judgments for all results assessed using RoB 2. These

supplemental files were also considered during peer review. During this time we observed that our feedback often repeated comments,

indicating there were some common misconceptions in how to apply and present RoB 2.

TABLE 1 Structure of the RoB 2 tool for assessing bias in randomized controlled trials.

Feature About the tool Comments

Focus of
assessment

Results of randomized trials
Results of “quasi‐randomized” trials in which allocation was by

means other than, but similar to, randomization (e.g., days of
the week, birthdate, and so on).

Specific numerical results are assessed.
If there is no numerical result for an outcome from a specific

study, then there is no need to complete a RoB
assessment as it will not contribute to a quantitative

synthesis.

Effect of interest Effect of assignment to intervention or
Effect of adhering to a defined intervention

Reviews assessing the effects of an intervention will
overwhelmingly be assessing the effect of assignment.

The effect of adhering to an intervention can be useful for
interventions for adverse events or to take the
perspective of the health care user.

Five domains 1. Bias arising from the randomization process

2. Bias due to deviations from intended interventions
3. Bias due to missing outcome data
4. Bias in measurement of the outcome
5. Bias in selection of the reported result

All five domains should be assessed for all trials.

Level of bias Each domain can be assessed as having:
• Low risk of bias,
• Some concerns about risk of bias, or
• High risk of bias.

The judgment of risk of bias is determined from the answers
to a series of “signaling questions” about the trial's
conduct and course.

An algorithm processes those answers into one of the three
judgments.

Signaling
questions

Between two and six signaling questions are used to inform the
judgments about risk of bias. Answers to signaling questions
are

• Yes/Probably yes
• No/Probably no
• No information

The answers to signaling questions are recorded together
with a brief reason for the answer.

Algorithm An algorithm is built into the tool, to enable consistent choice of
risk of bias for each domain.

Overall risk
of bias

Overall risk of bias is determined by considering the risks of bias
in each of the five domains

• Low risk of bias: All domains are Low risk of bias
• Some concerns: At least one domain is Some concerns and

none are High risk of bias
• High risk of bias: Any single domain is High risk of bias
• [optional over‐ride] High risk of bias: several domains are

Some concerns such that in combination they warrant a
judgment of High risk of bias

Abbreviation: RoB 2, risk of bias 2.
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In this study, we highlight the 10 main issues that we observed, with the aims of optimizing the application of the RoB 2 tool, avoiding some

of the frequent misapplications of the tool and demonstrating how to present RoB 2 judgments within a review. These tips are summarized in

Table 2 and discussed in the following sections. We hope that our observations will prevent reviewers from reaching judgments that are too

harsh or too lenient and help users unfamiliar with the tool become confident to use it.

2 | ASPECTS TO PLAN IN ADVANCE

2.1 | Tip 1: Do plan assessments in advance

Outcomes, outcome measurements and timepoints to be assessed for risk of bias should ideally be specified in the protocol. Guidance for the

RoB 2 tool recommends that if it is unfeasible to assess risk of bias for all outcomes in a review then a subset of key outcomes, those of most

importance to decision makers, may be selected and presented [1, 16]. In many protocols assessed during Cochrane's phased implementation

approach, the outcomes for which the review authors planned to assess risk of bias were not stated. In some cases, when outcomes were listed,

there was little detail on what time points or measurement methods would be examined. Prespecifying which outcomes will be assessed for risk

of bias is helpful because it allows risk‐of‐bias assessments to be performed during initial data extraction. It is also important to be clear what

time points and measurement methods are eligible for each synthesis within the review, because this will affect the answers to signaling

questions in Domain 5 (bias in the selection of the reported result). This domain is assessed based on the outcome measures of interest to the

systematic review and the risk‐of‐bias assessment itself may change depending upon the choice of measurement method and time point chosen

by the reviewers, as discussed in Section 8 of the detailed RoB 2 guidance [14].

2.2 | Tip 2: Do state the effect of interest

A RoB 2 assessment is specific to an effect of interest, which is either the effect of assignment to intervention (the “intention‐to‐treat” effect) or the

effect of adhering to an intervention protocol (a “per‐protocol” effect; see Section 1 of the detailed guidance [14]). This effect of interest should be

specified in advance, and the choice determines the signaling questions that are asked in Domain 2, “Bias due to deviations from the intended

intervention” (see Section 5 of the detailed guidance [14]). We expect the effect of assignment to be used in most instances, although users of the tool

may wish to use the latter for outcomes relating to serious adverse events or to reflect the perspective of a health care user, for example when taking

part in a mass health screening programmes [1]. In practical terms, choosing the effect of interest and thinking about it early will help to set up risk‐of‐bias

assessments, although we observed that many protocols failed to specify it. Being clear which effect of interest is being assessed should reduce the risk of

answering the wrong set of signaling questions in Domain 2 (see Sections 1.3 and 5 of the detailed guidance [14]).

2.3 | Tip 3: Do pilot the tool to reduce inconsistency in judgments

Some risk‐of‐bias assessments we received with completed reviews had inconsistent judgments. For example, we saw instances of users

judging a domain as “High risk of bias,” “Some concerns,” or “Low risk of bias” for different studies when the rationale for the different

judgments was the same. To address this, we recommend users pilot the RoB 2 tool on a set of results drawn from a range of trial reports,

followed by discussion of any discrepancies in their risk‐of‐bias assessments. We also recommend that, where possible, inexperienced

users of RoB 2 are paired with more experienced users to do independent assessments. It is useful to draw up a review‐specific guidance

document for answering signaling questions that all RoB 2 assessors can refer to. This document can be included in the review as

supplementary material [15].

3 | FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN APPLYING THE TOOL

3.1 | Tip 4: Do apply the tool to a specific numerical result and not the whole study

We know that nearly 43% of published systematic reviews appear to apply RoB 2 to the study as a whole [6]. This is generally inappropriate. Risk

of bias may differ for different outcomes from the same study. For example, one team attempted to produce a single risk‐of‐bias judgment for

three different outcomes combined: atrial fibrillation, heart rate and adverse effects. However, there were a lot of missing data for adverse

effects, which led the team to a “High risk of bias” rating. Thus, the two outcomes atrial fibrillation and heart rate were judged too harshly.
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TABLE 2 Ten tips for assessing risk of bias using RoB 2.

Top 10 tips Explanation
More information (RoB 2
guidance document) [14]

Aspects to plan in advance

1 Do plan assessments in advance State the outcomes (including measures and timepoints) that will

be addressed. RoB 2 may be applied separately to all
outcomes, or to a subset of outcomes most important to
decision makers.

[Section 1]

2 Do state the effect of interest Choose the effect of interest: either the effect of assignment to
intervention or the effect of adhering to intervention. The
signaling questions asked in Domain 2 are affected by this

decision.

[Section 3]

3 Do pilot the tool to reduce inconsistency in

judgments

Develop a review‐specific guidance document to help the team

interpret the generic guidance for the specific topic under
review. Pilot use of the RoB 2 tool for a few trials and discuss
discrepancies to inform this document, to help ensure
consistent assessments.

Minozzi et al, 2022 [15]

Factors to consider when applying the tool

4 Do apply the tool to a specific numerical
result and not the whole study

Risk of bias may differ for different outcomes, and even for
different results for the same outcome. Avoid attempting to

apply the tool to a trial as a whole.

Section 2 & 3

5 Do answer all signaling questions, use the
algorithm and provide supporting
information for judgments

The RoB 2 tool asks users to complete all signaling questions,
provide support for judgments, and use the algorithm to make
the bias assessment. Omission of any of these steps can lead
to inaccurate assessments (overly harsh or overly lenient) and

a lack of transparency.

[Section 1]

Common problems with specific domains

6 Don't assume baseline imbalance necessarily
means bias (Domain 1)

Some degree of baseline imbalance is expected to occur by
chance in any randomized trial. It is important to consider
whether the imbalance is sufficiently extreme to indicate that
something has gone wrong with the randomization process.

[Section 4]

7 Don't assume no blinding means bias
(Domains 2 and 4)

Lack of blinding of participants or outcome assessors does not
always indicate bias. Randomized trials can be open label yet

not troubled by bias. Users should take time to read the
guidance and answer all the signaling questions to ensure they
consider whether knowing the assignment was likely to lead
to bias.

Section 5 & 7

8 Don't assume switching interventions
necessarily means bias (Domain 2)

Not all changes in treatment delivered within a trial present a risk of
bias. For example, clinicians may change a treatment strategy if a

participant's disease progresses. Changes that would occur
outside of the trial context, such as due to disease progression, do
not introduce bias in the effect of assignment to intervention.
Problems arise only if changes in intervention by trial participants
happen because of the trial context. We advise authors to check

the definition of a “Deviation of intervention” in the detailed
guidance and discuss with the review team what would be classed
as a deviation from intervention. Draft a RoB 2 consensus
document for the review team that includes the definition and
examples.

[Section 5]

9 Don't set arbitrary thresholds for missing

outcome data (Domain 3)

Avoid setting an arbitrary threshold for assessing the amount of

missing outcome data. Ensure that all relevant signaling
questions are answered. See the detailed guidance for more
information.

Section 7
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Furthermore, risk of bias may differ for different results, even for the same outcome [1]. For example, a trial report may include a

result based on all participants who provided outcome data (i.e., did not drop out) and an alternative analysis in which participants with

missing outcomes were addressed through a suitable multiple imputation strategy. These two results may have different risks of bias due

to missing outcome data (Domain 3). As another example, a three‐arm trial might contribute two results, one for each of two active

interventions against a control group. It may be possible to blind the outcome assessors to one of these interventions but not the other,

potentially leading to different risks of bias arising from measurement of the outcome (Domain 4). To ensure risk‐of‐bias assessments

are accurate, it is essential that the RoB 2 tool is applied to a specific numerical result for each outcome. Users are asked to specify this

numerical result at the outset of the assessment.

3.2 | Tip 5: Do answer all signaling questions, use the algorithm, and provide supporting information for
judgements

We saw frequent examples where users omitted some signaling questions, failed to provide support for their answer, or did not use the

in‐built algorithm to generate the risk‐of‐bias judgment. These omissions led to a lack of transparency in how risk‐of‐bias judgments

were reached, and in many cases were associated with overly harsh or lenient judgments of risk of bias. A good example is provided by

Domain 2, which has two parts and many signaling questions. Part 1 considers deviations from the intended intervention protocol and

Part 2 considers the statistical analysis used. We often found users did not complete the second part of the domain and the judgment

was based entirely on the first part. Providing a complete assessment is useful to readers of a review since it aids transparency and

provides a complete overview of the risk of bias for that result. We encourage users to complete all signaling questions and recommend

the use of software implementations of RoB 2, which have the algorithms for reaching risk‐of‐bias judgments built into them reference

to RoB 2 Excel tool [17].

4 | COMMON PROBLEMS WITH SPECIFIC DOMAINS

4.1 | Tip 6: Don't assume baseline imbalance necessarily means bias

Authors often judged Domain 1 (bias arising from the randomization process) to be “High risk of bias” based only a perception of some

baseline imbalance. The wording of the signaling question “Did baseline differences between intervention groups suggest a problem with

the randomization process?” is carefully constructed but apparently often ignored. Users frequently answered “Yes” to this question

when the baseline imbalance was likely to be due to chance. As an example, one review team awarded a “High risk of bias” rating for this

domain on the basis of age and two other baseline characteristics being unbalanced, quoting “p < 0.1.” Such a p value is insufficiently

small to provide an indication of problems with the randomization process, since differences yielding p values near to 0.1 are usually

highly compatible with chance. The RoB 2 guidance makes it clear that randomization does not achieve perfect balance between

intervention groups and that random variation is likely to lead to baseline imbalance. Imbalance is only a problem in the context of RoB 2

if it is so extreme that it indicates that randomization has been compromised. Detailed information on this is provided in Section 4 of the

detailed RoB 2 guidance [14].

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Top 10 tips Explanation
More information (RoB 2
guidance document) [14]

10 Don't assume the absence of a statistical
analysis plan means bias (Domain 5)

A protocol or a trial registration document or a statistical analysis
plan can be used to address risk of bias for this domain. It is
not necessary to find the formal statistical analysis plan for a
randomized trials as frequently these are not available. Some

protocols or plans are, unfortunately, registered
retrospectively. Therefore it is important to check that
registration was before data analysis.

Section 8

Note: Section refers to detailed guidance of RoB 2. Higgins et al. Detailed guidance https://www.riskofbias.info/welcome/rob-2-0-tool/current-version-
of-rob-2; Minozzi et al. 2022 Journal of Clinical Epidemiology, 141, 99–105.

Abbreviation: RoB 2, risk of bias 2.
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4.2 | Tip 7: Don't assume no blinding means bias

We saw many instances of risk‐of‐bias judgments being too harsh when there was a lack of blinding. For example, in Domain 2, lack of blinding

during the trial is usually not a problem when the effect of interest is that of assignment to intervention. It was common for a “High risk of bias”

judgment to be reached purely on the basis that the participants were aware of intervention received. Further signaling questions were ignored

and mitigating effects on bias were not considered. For example, if there were no deviations from intervention, or the deviations were

considered not to affect the outcome, judgments of “Low risk of bias” or “Some concerns” could be made. We observed a similar issue for

Domain 4 (bias in measurement of the outcome) relating to outcome assessment: it was common for a “High risk of bias” judgment to be reached

purely on the basis that outcome assessors were aware of intervention received. Subsequent signaling questions exploring whether this lack of

blinding would impact on assessments of the outcome (and hence lead to a risk of bias) were ignored, and so the algorithm was not used.

4.3 | Tip 8: Don't assume switching interventions necessarily means bias

When assessing Domain 2 for the effect of assignment to intervention, some users misinterpreted the meaning of “deviation from intended

intervention.” Some judged a trial result to be at high risk of bias if participants had undergone any changes in their assignment to intervention

and they failed to consider whether this change was because of the trial context. For example, it is appropriate, within a clinical trial, for study

participants to have their treatment changed if their illness progresses, and such changes are likely to be a part of a trial protocol. This does not

represent a deviation from the intended intervention that arose because of the trial context because these changes would happen outside of the

trial context as part of the normal care pathway for that patient. In contrast, participants allocated to a control group might seek additional

interventions if they realize through the informed consent process that they are not receiving an active intervention, and this would be an

example of a deviation that arose because of the trial context. Examples are provided in Box 5 of the detailed guidance [14].

Determining whether deviations from the intended intervention arose because of the trial context requires careful consideration of what

those deviations were. Our advice is to discuss potential deviations as a team before the bias assessments are started, in a piloting phase, and

decide what will be considered to be a deviation or deviations from intended intervention in trials in their topic area. A guidance document with

the group‐made decisions can then be used by all team members assessing bias. This document might itself be piloted on three or four results

from different trials and used as an aid to consistency [15].

4.4 | Tip 9: Don't set arbitrary thresholds for missing outcome data

Risk of bias due to missing outcome data is troublesome to assess for users of the tool. Difficulties with this domain have been noted for

the original Cochrane risk of bias tool [5, 18] and by an evaluation of the new Cochrane RoB 2 tool [19]. We observed users struggling

with some aspects of their risk‐of‐bias assessments arising from missing outcome data. Some users judged risk of bias on the basis of

only two pieces of information: the amount of missing data and whether missing data are balanced between groups. Although we

understand the attraction to users of setting a threshold below which they will consider there to be too much missing data, the RoB 2

developers have made it clear that these thresholds are often meaningless because the importance of missing data depends on several

factors including the frequency or variability of the outcome and the reasons for the data being missing. The detailed guidance document

sets out some approaches to the task of assessing risk of bias resulting from missing outcome data [14]. An important consideration is

whether the chance that the outcome is missing depends on the true (unobserved) value of the outcome. This can be a difficult judgment

to make and many users did not answer the signaling questions around this. However, it is important to make a judgment about this to

understand whether there is a high risk of bias.

4.5 | Tip 10: Don't assume the absence of a statistical analysis plan means bias

Users often judged a result to be at “High risk of bias” or to have “Some concerns” arising from selection of the reported result based on the

single observation that there was no statistical analysis plan. To assess risk of bias for this domain, users are recommended to seek the trialists’

analysis plans. These may be available in formal statistical analysis plans, published protocols or trial registers. Any of these may suffice if

sufficiently detailed. It is helpful to compare lists of planned outcomes, outcome measures, timepoints and analyses with the results published in

the completed trial report. If the results are in line with the planned analyses and the documentation dated from before unblinded data from the

trial were analyzed, then this domain may be judged to be at low risk of bias. Unfortunately, some trial register entries and protocols are created

after the start of the trial, and cannot be relied upon to state a priori intentions.
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In the absence of detailed documentation of analysis plans, users may use clinical insight to reach a judgment about risk of bias from

selective reporting. For example, if the outcome, outcome measure, timepoint and analysis are as one would expect for a particular intervention

in a specific clinical area then users may judge the result to be at “low risk of bias.” Examples of outcomes we might expect to be reported include

“duration of sleep” for a trial in insomnia, or acute myocardial infarction for a trial in heart disease. The timepoint should also be considered, for

example we would expect many outcomes to be measured at the end of the intervention period. For more information see section 8.3.2 of the

detailed guidance [14] and a review on bias in the selection of the result [20].

5 | DISCUSSION

Over a period of 19 months working as editors for Cochrane, we saw many instances where users of the RoB 2 tool had misunderstood how to

apply and report risk‐of‐bias assessments in Cochrane reviews and protocols. We report here a distillation of common problems we observed

into a series of ten top tips for users of the tool (Table 2).

We observed a combination of misapplications of the tool, which can lead to overly harsh or overly lenient assessments of bias, and the lack

of transparency can lead to lack of confidence from review users in the contents of the review. This is especially important as there is an

association between poor adherence to RoB 2 guidance and poor review quality [6]. Poor reporting was particularly notable for the effect of

interest, for which outcomes were to be assessed and for the rationale for judgments of risk of bias. We suggest that specifying the effect of

interest and outcomes in advance in a protocol will help minimize bias, as is the case for all methods for review preparation [21, 22].

Two of the issues we identified have been noted by others, specifically that users often apply the RoB 2 tool to entire studies (rather than

specific results), and that users fail to specify what outcomes they plan to assess [6]. Research into reporting of both the original Cochrane risk‐

of‐bias tool and the ROBINS‐I tool has found that many review authors do not fully report their judgments or supporting evidence for them,

either within the main text of the systematic review or as supplementary information [4, 23]. This is problematic because assessing risk of bias

relies on both objective information and subjective considerations. It is important that users of reviews can read how authors reached their

decisions so they can decide whether they agree with them [4, 23]. Clear and transparent reporting of research is essential for reproducibility

and replication, as is evidenced by the numerous reporting guidelines listed on the EQUATOR (Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of

health Research) website and used by researchers and journals [24–27]. Other work has described the RoB 2 tool as difficult to apply and time‐

consuming to use, even by experienced reviewers [15, 28], although has also described similar application times to other tools and more accurate

risk‐of‐bias assessments [19].

One reason for the misapplication tool is undoubtedly that assessing risk of bias is a complex process. It requires users to be familiar with the

methods of conducting randomized trials, statistical analysis of randomized trials, and the nature and implications of variation in how

interventions are implemented in practice. Many of the issues we describe were also reported in an assessment of the original Cochrane risk of

bias tool [5]. A reason for the common misapplications of the RoB 2 tool seemed to be that users were unaware of the changing research

landscape and the emergence of new understanding regarding causal inference from clinical trials [1, 29]. The lack of take‐up of new research

means that understanding of people making bias assessments may have been superseded by developments in the field of bias in randomized

trials. For example, in the initial Cochrane risk‐of‐bias tool, no distinction was made between interest in the effect of assignment to intervention

and the effect of adhering to intervention, meaning that assessments of risk of bias due to lack of blinding in an open‐label trial were unfocussed.

In RoB 2, the distinction allows for open‐label trials to be judged, appropriately, to be at low risk of bias due to deviations from intended

interventions.

Another reason for issues with applying the tool might lie with lack of time to for reviewers to learn the new tool. The detailed RoB 2

guidance document is lengthy, and some key aspects might not be immediately obvious to users. For example, the importance of applying the

tool to specific results rather than whole randomized trials, of choosing an effect of interest and of completing all of the signaling questions for

each domain to inform algorithms represent novel developments that could be overlooked. Piloting the bias tool could also improve consistency

in judgments, as has been seen in the use of the ROBINS‐I tool for assessing risk of bias in non‐randomized studies [30]. We recommend that

systematic review teams using the RoB 2 tool have at least one member who is fully familiar with the tool and detailed guidance, possibly making

use of a series of webinars [10, 14].

There has been little in the way of guidance for reporting risk of bias in systematic reviews [31, 32]. The new PRISMA 2020 checklist

elaboration encourages review authors to report the risk of bias judgment for each domain of a tool, along with the rationale [33], but the

checklist simply states “Present assessments of risk of bias for each included study” and the full guidance states “briefly summarize the

characteristics and risk of bias among studies contributing to the synthesis.” Cochrane have provided additional resources to help familiarize new

users to the tool in how to present and report their judgments (Figure 1). The guidance is available for authors of all systematic reviews although

some points are specific to Cochrane reviews [8, 10, 12, 13, 34, 35]. Resources are also available for journal editors and peer reviewers [36].

Some of the resources are focussed on Cochrane reviews but could be used for non‐Cochrane reviews.
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6 | CONCLUSIONS

RoB 2 has been used inappropriately in systematic reviews submitted for editorial peer review and without clear reporting of rationales for

judgments. Inappropriate use can lead to assessments that may not reflect an appropriate assessment of the risk of bias for an outcome from a

randomized trial. Poorly reported risk‐of‐bias assessments may leave users of review without the material to assess their confidence in the

review as there is no transparent link between evidence included and conclusions drawn. Resources are available to assist users of the tool and

strategies that might help include becoming familiar with the detailed guidance, piloting the tool as a team to reduce inconsistency, engaging

with available learning resources. Support for peer reviewers and editors assessing use of RoB 2 is also needed and some guidance for that is

also available. Much of the guidance has been developed for Cochrane reviews but could be adapted for use in non‐Cochrane reviews. Timely

advice from experienced users of RoB 2 tool at the protocol stage and investment of time in familiarization with the RoB 2 tool by the users can

help them to use the tool confidently and assess risk of bias accurately.

Resources are available for users of RoB 2, as well as for editors and peer reviewers who assess systematic reviews that have used RoB 2:

Introduction to RoB 2 [37]; Cochrane Starter pack [8]; FAQs [35]; webinar series [10]; detailed RoB 2 guidance [34]; and a Checklist for editors

and peer reviewers [36].
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